Ecosystems at high latitudes are highly dynamic, influenced by a multitude of large-scale disturbances. Due to global change processes, these systems may be expected to be particularly vulnerable, affecting the sustained production of renewable wood resources and abundance of plants and animals on which local cultures depend. In this paper, we assess the implications of new understandings of high northern latitude ecosystems and what must be done to manage systems for resilience. We suggest that the focus of land management should shift from recovery from local disturbance to sustaining ecosystem functions in the face of change and disruption. The role of biodiversity as insurance for allowing a system to reorganize and develop during the disturbance and reorganization phases needs to be addressed in management and policy. We emphasize that the current concepts of ecological reserves and protected areas need to be reconsidered to develop dynamic tools for sustainable management of ecosystems in face of change. Characteristics of what may be considered as customary reserves at high latitudes are often consistent with a more dynamic view of reserves. We suggest new directions for addressing biodiversity management in dynamic landscapes at high latitudes, and provide empirical examples of insights from unconventional perspectives that may help improve the potential for sustainable management of biodiversity and the generation of ecosystem services.

INTRODUCTION

Ecosystems at high latitudes are highly dynamic, influenced by a multitude of large-scale disturbances such as fire, strong winds and flooding (1). Furthermore, due to global change processes, including melting of permafrost and change in dominant vegetation, there may be a pronounced vulnerability of natural systems due to threshold changes in ecosystem processes (2, 3) changing the feedback to the global climate system and affecting the sustained production of renewable wood resources and abundance of plants and animals on which local cultures depend. Species distributions and community structures at high latitudes have been changing in response to the recent trend of warming, e.g. expansion of shrubs (4), and northward movement of the tree line (5–7), and observations by northern residents of fish and migratory birds not previously seen (8). At high latitudes the biota is species poor and decreases towards the poles, with only 3% of the global flora and 2% of the global fauna occurring in the Arctic (9, 10). Food chains are often short and typically there are few representatives at each level. By contrast, functional diversity is often high, although each functional group is represented by only a few species (9). Due to changes in climate and direct human impacts we may expect profound biotic changes at high latitudes (11) such as local extinction, relocation of species and establishment of new species. The properties of high latitude ecosystems may alter rapidly with only minor such changes in species composition, e.g. through invasions of exotic species or through removal of top predators causing overabundance of large herbivores and impoverished vegetation (12–14).

This suggests that the focus of land management should shift from recovery from local disturbance to sustaining ecosystem functions in the face of change and disruption.

The role of biodiversity as insurance for allowing a system to reorganize and develop during the disturbance and reorganization phases needs to be addressed in management and policy (2, 14–16). A perspective of ecosystems as dynamic complex systems has important consequences for our current strategy for preserving biodiversity, i.e. establishing reserves and choosing management systems in the landscape (17, 18). The idea of “freezing” parts of a landscape for “eternity” is problematic particularly at high latitudes. Due to changing climate, reserves cannot successfully protect species unless they are functionally connected, take into account the temporal dynamics of ecosystems or have adequate interconnections to allow migration in response to climatic change. Furthermore, reserves are open systems that will sooner or later be affected by large-scale disturbances that may challenge the existence of the whole reserve system, unless it is very large. Our main point is that many reserves need not and should not be static entities, but have to be part of large-scale dynamic and adaptive management across the landscape and include both protection, management and, if needed, restoration (19). We argue that there is a need for a paradigm shift where the current strategy based on static reserves is complemented with a strategy that includes components such as dynamic reserves or refuges. Such areas are designated specifically with the goal of management of biodiversity, each area with a time-limited duration. Thus, over long time periods the refuges are spatially mobile in the landscape. Such spatial dynamics may be important as an insurance mechanism under scenarios of increasing uncertainty. Furthermore, it has been pointed out that in order for species with metapopulation dynamics to persist in a landscape, the presence of “empty habitats” suitable for colonization are crucially important (20) and dynamic reserves or refuges represent one strategy to increase the amount of “empty habitat” in the landscape (21).

However, most formal social institutions are designed to manage static preserves and there is a need for new innovative flexible institutions. There are two unconventional but promising sources of innovation for biodiversity management and the design of new social institutions: indigenous communities and resource industries. Regarding the first, the role of local communities and local ecological knowledge in the management of natural resources and ecosystems has received increasing attention in recent years (22–24). There is a largely untapped reservoir of local knowledge and practice in many high latitude regions. Strengthening local social institutions would play an important role to adapt these practices toward new purposes in dynamic and sustainable management of ecosystems (25). Regarding the second, there is a similar but largely untapped potential to work...
with resource industries for ecosystem and biodiversity management. Large parts of the circumpolar north are under the control of large, multinational corporations or state monopolies, as in the case of the forest industry (26) and the petroleum industry (27). While these industries do not have a sparkling record with biodiversity conservation, new international controls and certification requirements are providing strong incentives for corporate interests to become responsible world citizens (28).

In this paper, we assess the implications of new understandings of high northern latitude ecosystems and what must be done to manage systems for resilience. We suggest new directions for addressing biodiversity management in dynamic landscapes at high latitudes, and provide empirical examples of insights from unconventional perspectives that may help improve the potential for sustainable management of biodiversity and the generation of ecosystem services.

ECOSYSTEM RESILIENCE AND BIODIVERSITY MANAGEMENT AT HIGH LATITUDES

Ecosystem resilience has been proposed as an essential factor underlying the sustained production of natural resources and ecosystem services in complex systems faced with uncertainty and surprise (2). Ecosystem resilience is defined as the amount of disturbance a system can absorb and still remain within the same state or domain of attraction (29, 30). Resilience also encompasses the ability for reorganization and renewal of an ecosystem subject to disturbance and change. The definition includes the degree to which the system is capable of self-organization (versus lack of organization, or organization forced by external factors) and the degree to which the system expresses capacity for learning and adaptation (31).

Since disturbances are intrinsic parts of ecosystems, it will rarely be possible or desirable to exclude them. Natural disturbances tend to be pulse disturbances with a characteristic magnitude and frequency distribution. Human activities tend to transform pulse disturbances into press or chronic disturbances (18) and contribute to the creation of compounded perturbations (32). Sustaining desirable states of an ecosystem in the face of compounded perturbations requires among other things that functional groups of species remain available for renewal and reorganization (16). For the long-term sustainability of ecosystems and the services they generate, the preservation of biodiversity as an insurance is often viewed as necessary (33–35).

Establishment of protected areas of various types is the conventional way to protect biodiversity. Simply setting aside land as a nature reserve with the purpose to maintain it as it is without allowing for disturbance, will not secure the long-term protection of biodiversity within the reserve (18). There is usually a mismatch between the size and temporal extent of many present-day natural reserves and management systems on the one hand and natural ecosystem dynamics on the other (17). Reserves that are too small to incorporate natural disturbance regimes (36) are social constructs disconnected from ecosystem dynamics. For example, in Sweden, the median reserve size is approximately 0.2 km² (37), which is several orders of magnitude smaller than what is needed for maintenance of specialized focal species (38). From a population biology perspective, it is the spatial population dynamics in combination with a spatially structured landscape that determine the distribution and abundance of species and ultimately their regional persistence, processes that affect design of reserves. Nevertheless, such considerations have largely been ignored, despite that sites outside a reserve network may be more important to what happens in the reserves than the reserves themselves (21).

Of the terrestrial Arctic area, protected areas cover approximately 15%; however, they are unevenly distributed across ecosystems and habitats—over 27% of Arctic glaciers are protected, but less than 5% of the forest tundra (39, 40). Similarly in boreal forests, reserves are unevenly distributed. In Sweden, a total of 3.7% of boreal forest is protected but only 0.8% of the area used in productive boreal forestry (41).

While the small spatial extent of most reserves and national parks are frequently acknowledged (42), the limited temporal extent of most reserves has not been commonly recognized. Many small reserves may not yet have encountered the disturbances that could disrupt their dynamics and connections to the rest of the landscape. It is well known that infrequent large-scale events have affected ecosystems, but this fact has seldom been incorporated into management plans (43, see also discussion about fires in the Yellowstone National Park in Christensen et al. 44).

FEASIBILITY OF DYNAMIC BIODIVERSITY MANAGEMENT PRACTICES AT HIGH NORTHERN LATITUDES FROM A SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVE

As a strategy for handling a more dynamic and uncertain future, Bengtsson et al. (18) suggested several forms of dynamic reserves or refuges as a vital complement to the traditional static approach. Imperative to such dynamic reserves or refuges is that they must be part of management at the landscape level, i.e. on a spatial scale of 10–100 km² or more. Such areas are managed primarily for maintaining biodiversity and on a long-term basis they move around in the landscape. Hence, they will impose complicated restrictions on land use of single landowners, such as farmers or forest and fishery rights owners.

i) Ecological fallows; areas set aside for natural or low-intensity managed succession immediately after a disturbance event. As time goes by some management and resource utilization can be allowed, and finally the reserve will not be needed. For example, after clear-cuttings or forest fires fairly large proportions of the affected area could be left as ecological fallows for natural regeneration and succession. Selective logging of the growing and mature mixed forest by modified logging techniques could later be allowed.

ii) Ephemeral reserves; aimed at preserving species in the early succession or exploitation phases that large-scale intensive management otherwise may threatened. Such areas would be even shorter in duration. Their temporal extent should be so short that landowners clearly see when they are finished within the time of their management plans. Similä et al. (45) pointed out the importance of including such young successional stages, particularly after burning, in reserve networks due to the high presence of threatened and near-threatened species in such sites.

iii) Dynamic successional reserve; can be set aside early in the exploitation phase. Succession is allowed to continue unmanaged until the area is hit by a disturbance (release phase of the
adaptive renewal cycle), whereafter other types of management can be allowed, given that there are other areas in the landscape that provide temporal continuity.

An important issue is to what extent the creation of such dynamic biodiversity management areas at high latitudes is possible from a social and economic perspective. Much of the land at high latitudes is state property on which individuals and groups have customary or legally recognized resource use rights, so it is effectively common property (26, 46, 47). Some of it is under the ownership of large corporations (27), and some of it under individual ownership in the more southerly parts. State, individual and common property regimes may co-exist in parts of the area, as in central Sweden (48).

The prevailing property rights regimes may complicate the design of a successful dynamic reserve program, and this can happen in one of several ways. If the establishment of the dynamic reserve results in one group obtaining benefits and other group(s) bearing the costs without getting any of the benefits, a compensation system might be necessary. If the reserve takes into account existing land and resource use practices of the local groups (see the James Bay example below), it may be possible to minimize these costs while establishing a system acceptable to all.

If the piece of land on which the reserve is supposed to rotate is distributed among many private owners (as may be the case in parts of Scandinavian countries and Alaska), then the compensation issues are worse than the case with only a few big owners controlling whole actual landscapes (49). Forcing a small owner to transform his/her property into a reserve, even for a relatively short period of time, usually leads to significant economic losses. With the conventional static reserves, the typical solution to this problem is that the authorities buy the land. With dynamic reserves, an alternative might be to compensate individual or corporate landowners for their losses during the time that their land is a reserve. Then we have a redistribution issue, with associated costs of redistribution and probably large transaction costs that must also be taken into account in the decision process.

If few owners share large parts of the total piece of land, there is a higher chance that they will be able to carry on their activities without large losses, even during the time the reserve is on part of their land. They may even benefit from it, as in the example of Canadian aboriginal goose hunters in the example below. Similarly, if the piece of land is collectively owned as common property, it could be possible for the owners to move their exploiting activities over time over the whole territory and thereby avoid exploitation in the parts that are designed as reserve. This opportunity is available if the exploiting activities do not require big and costly infrastructure and are easy to move from one place to another.

Such indigenous systems with rotational exploitation over space and time are known from many parts of the high latitudes. A well-documented example is the rotational grazing of reindeer, as practiced by the Saami people of northern Scandinavia (46, 50). Even though national borders now interfere with seasonal reindeer migrations and parts of the range may be overgrazed, the Saami reindeer system with its rotational exploitation, offers lessons for dynamic reserves. Other lessons from indigenous management systems include the renewal over-mature natural systems through fire management, as documented from the Canadian northwest (51), and a number of wildlife and fishery management systems that involve rotating areas, pulse harvesting, and maintaining multiple age-classes, as documented from the Canadian northeast (52).

TRADITIONAL ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT AND SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS AT HIGH LATITUDES

In this section, we provide an example of the role of local communities and local ecological knowledge in biodiversity conservation. The example provides insights on traditional management practices, and the potential of building dynamic conservation approaches based on these practices. These may be considered time-tested practices that have evolved out of the need to make a living in a difficult environment. High latitude ecosystems have a number of characteristics that make it difficult to make a living. Biological production is relatively low, resources are patchy, and resource availability is unpredictable. Environmental variability and unpredictability is perhaps greater than that elsewhere.

Peoples of the Arctic have always lived with these characteristics and have developed cultural adaptations to them. In particular, Balikci (53) notes that the capacity to adapt to extreme variability is part of Inuit culture. Hence, “dynamic and flexible use of the environment constitutes the chief adaptive strategy of Arctic communities” (54). Scholars have identified several clusters of cultural practices which are considered to be adaptive responses to the Arctic environment: i) mobility and flexibility of group size; ii) flexibility of seasonal cycles of harvest and resource use, with oral traditions providing memory; iii) detailed environmental knowledge and skill sets; and iv) sharing mechanisms and social networks for mutual support, both within and between communities (53–55).

Indigenous groups offer alternative management perspectives and knowledge based on their time-tested management practices. We assessed the international literature to examine the role of traditional ecological knowledge in monitoring, responding to and managing ecological processes and functions, with special attention to practices that build resilience. There are a diversity of local and traditional practices for ecosystem management, in-
cluding multiple species management, resource rotation, succession management, landscape patchiness management, and ways of responding to and managing pulses and ecological surprises (25, 56).

Of these various classes of practices, rotational use of resource areas is one of the most pervasive. For example, among the Cree people of James Bay in the Canadian eastern subarctic, hunters rotate beaver trapping areas, often with a four-year cycle to allow populations of beaver to replenish themselves (52, 57). They use a similar rotation technique in moose hunting areas (59). In fishing, they monitor the declining catch per unit of effort as the feedback to relocate nets. They rotate fishing areas at two time scales, over an annual scale near the community and over a multi-year cycle for distant lakes with large whitefish, Coregonus clupeaformis (59).

Hunting and fishing areas used in rotation function like dynamic reserves since part of the land remains undisturbed for a period of time, like a fallow. Customary use does not ban hunting but it discourages continuous use that may deplete sparse populations and degrade the environment. The infrequent use of an area, for example, once every four years for beaver and once every ten years for some fishing lakes, allows for short bursts of productive harvesting, a good optimal foraging model. But it also allows for biodiversity management and sustainable use of multiple species in the ecosystem. The Cree themselves do not perceive their practices as "management", as they consider it merely the "proper way" to hunt and to show respect for the environment. An informal social institution consisting of elder hunters monitors the activities of its members and enforces the Cree concept of "good practice" by the use of social sanctions (59).

Of the various kinds of customary management practices, the one that perhaps comes closest to an ecologically designed dynamic reserve is the James Bay Cree system for goose hunting. The Chisasibi Cree are specialists in Canada goose (Branta canadensis) hunting, although they also harvest several other species of geese and ducks as well. James Bay acts like a funnel to concentrate migrating Canada geese in the fall. Hundreds of thousands of geese make feeding and resting spots in the various small bays along the east coast of James Bay. The Cree never enter these bays when the geese are feeding or staging, and never shoot into the main flocks. The traditional goose hunting spots are strategically located to intercept small groups of geese flying between feeding and staging areas. If there are too many geese, the hunters may shoo away the geese and then wait for them to return in small flocks before resuming hunting (60).

The Chisasibi Cree use a u-shaped shooting formation in the fall Canada goose hunt. The hunting group may typically include half a dozen hunters and there is a shooting order. The immediate objective is to harvest entire family units of geese cleanly and without crippling loss; the larger objective is to harvest geese without disturbing the main flocks. The Cree have elaborate rules about minimizing disturbance, for example by not shooting on calm days (because the sound carries), not making fires, and cleaning up waste (Canada geese are said to have good eyesight and will see blood on the ground). The overall success of the fall hunt depends on how many weeks the migrating flocks linger on the James Bay coast. So the immediate incentive for the Cree to regulate their hunt is harvest optimization. However, these customary dynamic reserves do also serve as areas of non-disturbance, helping maintain Canada goose populations and the other species with similar habitat requirements mixed with them (60; Berkes, unpubl. field notes).

The customary dynamic reserves of the Cree are different from existing protected areas as designated by the government. First, they are enforced solely by social custom. Second, they are reserves only during part of the year when the geese are present in large numbers; at other times, there may be people hunting and fishing in that area. Third, the boundaries of the reserve may change from year to year because the distribution of the geese changes. Hence, these customary reserves are not only dynamic in space and time, the boundary itself is flexible, responding to environmental variation and surprise.

The James Bay dynamic reserve examples are not unique. There are many examples of rotational resource use in the high latitudes, as mentioned above. The challenge is to bring together ecological science and traditional knowledge and to build on existing local institutions. To do so requires political will and the institution of co-management mechanisms. In the Canadian North, where the new system of marine protected areas has to be made consistent with aboriginal land claims agreements, innovative experiments in reserve design and co-management are underway, as in the planning for protected areas for the beluga whale Delphinapterus leucas (61).

Strengthening local-level social institutions is not by itself sufficient to institute effective co-management. The challenge of combining local knowledge and government science and reconciling bottom-up and top-down approaches requires designing cross-scale management systems. These are management systems that establish institutional linkages horizontally among user-groups and geographic areas, as in the co-management of Lofoten cod (46), and vertically across the political scale, as in the case of the fight against persistent organic pollutants (62). Establishing vertical links is especially important as it is difficult to find a resource management system that does not have some cross-scale linkages and drivers at different scales (63). Globalization has a major impact on the local level, for example, through the creation of international markets for timber, impacting on forest resource use in Siberia (26).

ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT AND BOREAL FORESTY

The difficulties of choosing good policy instruments for managing complex ecosystems such as boreal forests (64) was highlighted by Crépin (65, 66) pointing out that traditional management models for continuous harvest based on single-species models may lead to serious mismanagement and loss of resilience. Bergland et al. (unpubl.), obtained comparable results with periodic harvesting. In theory, when one cannot rely on marginal rules, one would need to calculate all future costs and benefits of each possible alternative management strategy (67). This is not realistic and creating reserves that enhance ecosystem resilience seems then to be one of the few realistic alternatives and for big forestry owners this landscape-level management strategy might even be profitable.

Although dynamic reserve strategies are far from implemented by forest companies, several landscape-level management practices of commercial forests have recently been introduced and represent complementary approaches to setting aside land for the maintenance of biodiversity. This is a promising opportunity especially in remote and low-productivity areas where the state or companies own very large tracts. For instance, in both Sweden and Finland, large forest owners are practicing a landscape approach (49, 68) that can be viewed as the application of biodiversity management tools across spatial scales.

In northern Sweden and Finland, where the land-use history is relatively short and land is owned mainly by large companies, the goal of boreal forest planning is to iritate the natural disturbance dynamics of the different forest ecosystems. Given the site type, forest land is stratified with respect to different disturbance regimes with the potential wildfire dynamics as a guide. This ecological landscape planning is complemented with landscape ecological planning whereby remnants of the different types of forest dynamics are set aside with the long-term goal of main-
During the 1990s Forest and Park Service has revised its forest planning system in order to reach the goal of sustainable forestry. For instance, in just 6 years the Finnish Forest and Park Service prepared more than 100 landscape ecological plans covering 6 million ha. However, it is too early to conclude whether or not the plans guarantee the maintenance of biodiversity in the managed forests in Finland and Sweden.

To involve the people of high latitudes in the creation and maintenance of dynamic reserves or refuges, new co-management arrangements are needed, building on some of the above experiences with cross-scale management. Co-management may consist of networks of problem-solvers (74), often involving cross-scale linkages across levels of political organization (63). Such cross-scale linkages, from the community to the international level, are not totally new at high latitudes. They have been successfully created, for example, in response to the persistent organic pollutants (POPs) issue (62). Once created, cross-scale management mechanisms can be applied to other problem areas as well, for example, to climate change (75). In areas experiencing rapid change such at high latitudes, there is a need to develop the capacity to respond and adapt to change, and to explore policy directions that can help build adaptive capacity to deal with change. The evolution of cross-scale institutions in some areas of environmental management is consistent with the call for the creation of flexible multi-level governance systems that can learn from experience and generate knowledge to cope with change (76).

CONCLUSION

In the future, we can expect profound ecological changes at high latitudes and we argue that the focus of management of ecosystems should shift from recovery from local disturbance to sustaining ecosystem functions in the face of change and disruption. As part of this strategy we emphasize the need for a paradigm shift toward complementing existing static reserves with dynamic reserves and landscape-level planning of resource use in the management of high altitude ecosystems. Dynamic reserves may include management practices such as ecological fallows, ephemeral reserves and dynamic successional reserves (18), as well as an emphasis on buffer zones and networks of connecting corridors, etc. As highlighted here, customary reserves at high latitudes may often share these characteristic management practices i.e. boundaries are often flexible, responding to environmental variation and surprise. Such areas may be similar in function to “no-take reserves” recently suggested as part of a strategy for a sustainable marine fishery (69). An interesting complementary approach is the concept of buffer zones which are used worldwide in biosphere reserves (70) and around various types of protected areas in Europe (71, 72). However, few studies have evaluated buffers in forest habitats in the Northern Hemisphere, and comprehensive studies on this subject are rare (73).

The Finnish and Swedish experiences show that rather rapid and relatively profound changes in boreal forestry practices are possible. In both countries, major changes towards ecologically sustainable forestry took place during the 1990s. For instance, in just 6 years the Finnish Forest and Park Service prepared more than 100 landscape ecological plans covering 6 million ha. However, it is too early to conclude whether or not the plans guarantee the maintenance of biodiversity in the managed forests in Finland and Sweden.

Planning occurs at landscape level, and stand level. The planning method aims at integrating biodiversity maintenance in commercial forests with the existing reserves. This requires knowledge about ecologically valuable sites, such as old-growth forests, springs and Brooks. Valuable sites are set aside and ecological corridors are created through the managed forest to connect larger patches of high-value forest or existing protected areas. Prescribed burning is used to create habitat for pyrophilous species, and restoration is practiced to recreate habitats already lost. Such a management area creates a forest landscape quite different from a traditional managed landscape where the cut blocks have large and uniform shapes. Ecological corridors and the protection of key habitats help maintain or even increase diversity. About 10% of forests in the planning areas will be entirely or partially set aside and the amount of retention trees (both dead and alive) will increase in harvested stands. The decreased logging possibilities cause a 10–12% reduction in economic output during the first 10–20 years compared to a management strategy that only follows the restrictions in the forestry law. However, the long-term decrease in logging revenue is expected to be much less.

Stratification of forests into different biogeographical regions with their characteristic past disturbance dynamics, to which the fauna and flora have evolved, and into regions with different land-use histories.

Landscape analysis to estimate the physiographic and historical potential of a particular landscape to host different habitats and properties. In reality, landscapes of 5000 to 50 000 ha have been analyzed, and even less for areas with high complexity, many landowners or areas that could hold viable populations of different species.

Description of the present composition, structure, and processes of the selected landscape. This includes inventories of so called woodland key-biotopes, wet forests, and red-listed species.

Analysis of components missing or insufficiently represented in the actual landscape to maintain or restore biodiversity.

Formulation of quantitative goals for each property and scale. In short, the landscape analysis is the basis for estimating the composition, structure, and processes in the original landscape. Knowledge about ecological thresholds is applied to these figures.

Implementation of forest management. The Swedish system defines different management regimes, ranging from no management to intensive management with nature considerations.

Control by monitoring to allow short-term steering to attain long-term goals. To be effective, monitoring of biological systems must have a sound scientific basis, be diagnostic and help understand the system, allow assessment of the stated policy objectives and, finally, include feedback to the policy process and/or management to enable mid-course corrections.

In Finland, a fairly similar approach to the Swedish model has been developed by the Finnish Forest and Park Service (Metsähallitus). This organization manages state-owned forests that predominated in eastern and northern parts of the country. During the 1990s Forest and Park Service has revised its forest planning system in order to reach the goal of sustainable forestry. The system in Finland is called ‘landscape ecological planning’ and covers all the silviculturally managed forest land (ca. 6.4 million ha) of the Forest and Park Service. The aim is to make sure that forests are managed sustainably from economic, ecological and sociocultural point of view. The goal of the landscape ecological planning is to ensure that logging does not result in species losses, i.e. the natural biodiversity of the area should be maintained. Scientifically, the method is loosely based on the island biogeography theory including emphasis on ecological corridors. Participatory planning involving local stakeholders is an integral part of Forest and Park Service’s planning system. Various stakeholders, such as local residents (the Saami people) and environmental groups are involved in the planning process.

Planning occurs at landscape level, and stand level. The planning method aims at integrating biodiversity maintenance in commercial forests with the existing reserves. This requires knowledge about ecologically valuable sites, such as old-growth forests, springs and Brooks. Valuable sites are set aside and ecological corridors are created through the managed forest to connect larger patches of high-value forest or existing protected areas. Prescribed burning is used to create habitat for pyrophilous species, and restoration is practiced to recreate habitats already lost. Such a management area creates a forest landscape quite different from a traditional managed landscape where...